INTRODUCTION
In a communication process, let J x t i^" 1 be the set of symbols transl ii = O mitted and J Yj \ m l be the set of symbols received such that for correct transmission x t corresponds to y t for every L For an independent letter source, we shall dénote by p u the probal3ility of transmitting x { ; and by q s(u the probability of receiving y s when x t is sent. The average mutual information is given by I(P;Q) == Y Y^^log (v^-) (1.1;
For convenience, the logarithms are considered to the base e. For a transmission with a fidelity criterion [3] , the authors [4] have introduced the geometrie measure of distortion given by
™\
(1.2) u where p t j is the distortion (cost) of transmitting Xj and receiving y s so that The rate distortion function of the source relative to the given distortion measure is then defined as *( a DS) = min/(P;Ô), (1.4) where the minimization is done with respect to q sri under the condition that
Gallager [2] ; Berger [1] and others have investigated noisy channel coding theorems with the Shannon's measure of distortion geven by
In this paper, we shall investigate the values of R^D^) and prove theorems on the symmetrie measure of distortion with the geometrie fidelity criterion.
It is rather obvious that R^D^) is non négative and a non increasing function of a D% for minimization in (1.4) is done over a constraint set which is enlarged as a D% is increased. From (2.9) we get a set of M-linear équations in the unknowns c t and another set of M-linear équations in q s obtained from (2.10). If N -M, we can usually solve the équations and then find q Jfi from (2.8). Since I(P ; Q) is convex U in Q, 0 is also convex U and therefore the solution is a minimum, j
CÀLCULATTON OF R( a Dg)
The above approach does not take into account the non-negativity of quantities q ifi and the resulting values of q J/if giving minimum of I(P ; Q) may become négative, leading to a non-feasible solution.
In the next theorem we follow an approach which always gives a feasible solution.
Now we define a function where H(U) is the entropy of the source and C = | c t l^" 1 is such that Also i/r is minimized for values of c ; given by (2.8) in terms of q Jfi and the necessary and sufficient conditions on c t to achieve the maximum in (2.13) are that there exists an output distribution satisfying (2.10) and (2.14) with equality. The conditions in the theorem are necessary for equality in (2.18) as we obtain (2.10) from (2.19) after multiplying by q Jfi and summing over y. Again if the output probabilities satisfy (2.10) and if (2.20) is satisfied then as already seen q Jfi given by (2.8) is a transition assignment with output probabilities qB y (2.10), the choice satisfies (2.19) so that the conditions of the theorem are sufficient for equality in (2.18).
Proof

SYMMETRIC MEASURE OF DISTORTTON
If the number of input and output symbols are same and if the cost of correct transmission is a and the cost of any incorrect transmission is ƒ? (obviously a < jS) so that the distortion is Invoking the relation (2.12) we get for all À > 0, Now by theorem 2.2 (3.7) would hold with equaiity if we can find a solution of (2.10) such that q s 5= 0. Under the symmetrie measure of distortion defined by (3.1), (2.10) gives for values of c^ == c 0 given in (3.6).
£(«&%) > -A • «D% + H(U) +
All q/s will be non négative if
for ever y * (3.13)
If À is suflniciently large (3.13) holds normally and (3.7) would hold with equality. Now combining (3.9) and (3.13), we get for a D% ^ a log a + (j3 log p -a log <x)(N-l)/> min .
Hence the theorem. |
An Extension of Theorem 3.1
We shall now calculate R( oe D%) for large values of a D% Without any loss of generality we can assume that the source letters are ordered in decreasing order of probabilities that is Po>Px> .
•.>/*-!. = a log a + (P log j8 -a log a)(tf-l)/» min .
which is the same as upper limt in (3.4). j
